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Abstract—Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is one of the promising and futuristic technologies in the area of network architecture. It was launched as a leading network technology by networking and telco companies promising to lower Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX) with greater flexibility to scale up and lower the resources. VNF software (Virtual Network Function) functionalities, metrics, rights, etc. are not yet thoroughly explored which in turn services provisioning and licensing complex, error, and lethargic. We call this problem VNF-SC (Virtualize Network Function Software Cost) or VNF-LC (Licensing Cost). In this study, we have tried to explore the existing problems and complications in VNF licensing/cost and recommend the novel idea using use-cases which help to optimize the VNF software cost. This study also discusses the challenges that need to be addressed in the upcoming days. In SAM (Software Asset Management) universe usually, software cost and software license costs are used interchangeably so in our article we also follow the same trends.

Index Terms—Virtual Network Function (VNF), VNF licensing, Software Asset Management (SAM), Software cost/licensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term name as “middlebox” was widely used in the networking world to provide telecommunication, networking services for a few decades. Scaling up or down to resources in the middlebox is time-consuming and highly expensive [1]. To have a grip on these issues NFV had been proposed. NFV is a network architecture that was first proposed by ETSI in 2012 [2]. The fundamental idea of NFV is to replace hardware middleboxes such as Firewall, Network Address Translation (NAT), proxy, etc. into virtualized function in a virtual infrastructure. In VNF the functions are implemented in the Virtualize manner in a dynamic way as software so the role of SAM (Software Asset Management) is crucial. Organizations spend at least 30 percent of the IT budget on software licenses [3]. So SAM is not an option it is an absolute need. Software license which is the subset of SAM is not only some sort of legal agreement, neither it is some sort of policy. It is an X-factor for service provider and end-user too. With the assist of a standardized, authentic, and reliable software license model a service provider can generate its revenue similarly service user or organization can save its expenses. If we traced back to the history of software licensing then we will found in 1987 the “networking license server” by Apollo computer and in 1988 “FLEXIm” from Highland software was introduced in the commercial license manager world [4]. As commercial licenses were getting heated, open-source software licenses were also getting it’s market such as GNU, OpenBSD (Berkeley Software Distribution), etc. In 1999, N.F hosling et al. proposed a software probation model which help to categories the five existing problems at that time that need to be addressed by the organization they were legal (counterfeiting), ethical (intellectual property right respect), managerial and economic issues (true-up cost) and technical (monitoring) [5]. In today’s world, popular licensing methods are, subscription, flat, and pay as you grow. Since network architecture is expanding rapidly these above mentions models are not enough to cover all features of future licensing so to incorporate this swift we are in desperate yearning for some standard new models but VNF license models are not an easy road there are lots of challenges. Licensing in VNF is at the beginning stage which gives reason to lots of vendors, services provider companies to forwards their own licensing models this is creating chaos, confusion in the SAM environment. [6] which pushes us for this study. We call this problem VNF-LC (Virtualize Network Function – Licensing Cost) problem or VNF-SC (Software Cost) problem. A new model needed to be implemented without being complicated so that it will meet new services and demands. When and what needs to be a charge for customer license enablement must be connected with a business or CRM (Customer Relation Management) [6]. Moreover how to charges or billing the usage services is a pivotal aspect in VNF licensing. Actually, software cost includes lots of costs like hardware cost, hardware maintenance cost, upgrade cost, etc. Till this research has been writing as far as our knowledge there hasn’t been any comprehensive research
regarding VNF licensing costs and models. Most of the articles published in past were focused on the problem in NFV traffic, networking, scheduling, and the overall cost not in licensing characteristics. Here in our research, we try to categorise all the solution which were proposed in past and we show how they are related to VNF license cost and how they missed to cover software cost, metrics, etc.

Section II presents categorizes of existing problems. Section III provides our algorithm, use cases to optimize software cost. Section IV concludes this articles.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING TRENDS IN VNF SOFTWARE COST

In this research authors categories, existing trends of VNF software cost in three parts A) Total cost including software cost B) Total cost without including software cost C) Others (CPU allocation, scheduling, etc.).

A. Total cost including software cost

There are lots of papers [1], [5], [7], etc. that talk about the total cost of VNF which are for deployment, buying cost of VNF but very few research had been conducted including license cost. In the paper [1] authors present a cost-efficient idea for VNF chaining placement. They forwarded some interesting ideas like centrality computer module, fitness compute module, etc. to find the best and optimal placement of VNF in a way that overall cost is minimized. This research is focused on overall cost with respect to network metrics, not with software cost. In [7] authors purposed SET (Simple and Effective Technique). This is the extension of [1] in which they used feasible permutation to find optimal orders and placement of VNF. They find the order of VNF after they used their previously developed model which shows orders of VNFs would help to minimize the total cost, again here analysis was not based on software licensing features much more focus on reducing overall cost. In [8] they considered the VNF opening cost which is the cost of running idle VNF. It considered energy cost, cost of installing a VM, link, processing, and licensing cost for each VNF. In this paper also, they didn’t talk about software cost it was focused on VNF placement and chains. In [9] authors presented to support service differentiation in terms of availability and delay minimizing the cost for VNF placement. Generally, they forwarded two solutions ILP (Integer Linear Programs) formulation and heuristic approaches to obtain near-optimal solutions. In order to estimate path cost, they find the least path cost satisfying the QoS constraint according to the agreed service chain SLA (Service Level Agreement). In [10] placement of virtual Deep Packet Inspection (vDPI) was presented and solve using a centrality based greedy algorithm. Algorithm considered fitness value composed of network resources cost and license cost of vDPI. Well, this manuscript analyzed was ILP and heuristic base which were made to the optimization of cost of vDPI and placement. Although it considered a license cost it didn’t fully explore the software cost and metrics. Thus, from these few papers presented above all considered the software licensing cost but they never explore more on optimizing on software cost of VNF.

B. Total cost without including software cost

To calculate proper CAPEX and OPEX software cost cannot be ignored. In [11] which was the most comprehensive paper related to the VNF orchestration problem. To optimize the OPEX they presented four components 1) VNF deployment cost 2) energy cost 3) cost of forwarding traffic 4) penalty for SLO (Service Level Objectives) violation. Their second aim was to minimize resources active server and links by the possibility to increase accommodating more traffic on the same physical resources. Although, it was the finest paper they didn’t consider software cost. In paper [12] the author proposed mixed-integer linear programming presenting resource constraints, routing constraints, and QoS constraints. They show that MMRQC (Multi-Source Multicast Routing with QoS Constraints) was a Steiner tree problem and to solve they proposed Multi-source Multicast Tree Construction (MMTC). The algorithm estimated to find common links so that it can place SFC (Service Function Chains) which will help to improve resource utilization. In [13] they considered anti-affinity between VNFC (Virtual Network Function Components), they used constraint-based heuristically applied in virtualized mobile network infrastructure providing EPcaaS (Evolved Packet Core as Service). The cost of deployment was measured in terms of DC (Data Center) utilization such as compute and networking. The two constraint-based strategies were VSD (Vertical Serial Deployment) and HSD (Horizontal Serial Deployment). By using these two strategies they measure the performance in terms of load distribution on overall servers. Thus, all these articles were conducted without considering software cost.

C. Others

A lot of researches were focused on other aspects such as resource allocation of CPU, proper handling of network traffic, some were based on trust contract, service chaining, etc. In a paper like [14], they focused on efficient NFV deployment in data centers networks. They try to slow down the growth of east-west traffic and minimizing the data center resources. They used solving bin packing problems in each node classifying outputs bin in good and bad. This process generated trees structure which helps to locate VNF for controlling traffic growth. So basically their algorithm was based on flow assignment. Some of the research was concerned with smarts licensing as in [15] it presented a way to decentralize and provides security on pay-as-you-grow models in an the automated and flexible way of using blockchains. Their system model was based on Communication Services Providers (CSP) and Network Software Vendor (NSV) relationship. So this paper talked more about software management based on its availability and flexibility using Ethereum blockchain. In [16], for proper deployment configuration machine learning model was used along with resources affinity for the automation deployment. This paper analyzed the VNF flavor configuration
between OvS (Open vSwitch) and SR-IOV (Single Root Input-Output Virtualization) infrastructure which help to construct architecture for selecting the best VNF flavor automatically showing that VNFC were not memory or CPU bound.

III. MODELS, SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To address the above VNF-SC problem we present different use cases scenario which is trivial but crucial. We proposed models for selecting a combination of VNF with one of the vital metrics i.e. is SAU. But SAU is not the only metric used for analyzing VNF license. Depending upon infrastructure, there are lots of other metrics for example in core telco they use active users and attached users too but SAU is widely accepted and commonly used metrics for VNF licensing. So we focus our analysis on SAU. SAU can be expressed as,

\[
SAU = \max\left( \sum_{\text{All Vnf}} \text{Hourly Average SAU} \right) \quad (1)
\]

SAU is a reference for a license, max is maximum over the day and all VNF is all concerned VNF instances in the network. In this article whenever we say the best combination of VNF that means VNF which meets threshold QoS or meets minimum cost or SAU. Since we cannot present real value (cost) in each table provided by the vendor due to confidentiality we consider arbitrary value close to it.

1) Case I: If an organization can choose to use different VNF from different companies theoretically it will lower the prices and the organization will definitely reduce CAPEX and OPEX. Our foundation ideas is shown in Fig. 1. Different shapes of VNF are used to differentiate different VNF.

![Fig. 1. Implementation of different VNF using different VNF provider.](image)

Fig. 1 can be simplified in Table I. We can see that users can choose a cheap vendor, Cisco for a firewall which is (50 €), for IDS user can choose Ericsson (45 €), and for proxy, the user can select Ericsson or Juniper (50 €). Thus, by selecting different vendor organization can optimize the CAPEX and OPEX price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Companies</th>
<th>Firewall</th>
<th>IDS (Intrusion Detection System)</th>
<th>Proxy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ericsson</td>
<td>50 € (annual)</td>
<td>45 € (annual)</td>
<td>50 € (annual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>50 € (annual)</td>
<td>60 € (annual)</td>
<td>60 € (annual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniper</td>
<td>55 € (annual)</td>
<td>50 € (annual)</td>
<td>50 € (annual)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our case II is methods of flavor and range.

2) Case II: The Flavor of VNF generally means categorizes of VNF depending upon its infrastructure capabilities. By using the deployment flavor also we can optimize the software cost. It can be shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. VNF implementation using different flavor.](image)

From Table II if our need is 2vCPU and 2GB RAM then the organization can select DF1-Firewall, DF-2 Proxy, and DF-3 IDS. Thus, by choosing different flavors depending upon the QoS requirement we can minimize software cost. We set up some experiments to analyze the relation of SAU and deployment flavor and we perform some simulation on it which is our case III.

3) Case III: From Table III depending upon our needs of SAU and requirements of the system we can select any flavor. For this experiment, we suppose our need for SAU for the firewall is 100 to 200. Similarly, for IDS SAU is from 600 to 700 and for proxy, SAU is from 1000 to 1100. So our simulation select 100 for the firewall which is DF-1, simulator select the lowest one from the range. Likewise, for IDS it selects DF-2 and for Proxy, it selects 1000 which is DF-2. Thus, the simulator makes the combination of DF-1, DF-2, and DF-2 for firewall, IDS, and proxy respectively. We present this problem in different ways too. We can consider of the highest or lowest combination of SAU for different flavors too. For example, we can make a combination of these functions such as (100, 500, 900), (100, 600, 1000), (100, 700, 1100), etc. Basically, we are calculating the permutation of each function or flavor with each other. After the permutation simulator will select the sum of each combination if users need the highest combination of SAU simulator will select the highest combination of SAU if users need the lowest combination of SAU simulator select lower combination of SAU. So using this simulator we can find the flavor depending upon the SAU either lowest or highest depending upon the needs. These operations can also be further diagnosed in different ways in case IV.

4) Case IV: We can make a combination of SAU and cost for each VNF, well there is lots of software cost (maintenance cost, installation cost, etc.) but over here in Table IV we take license cost only, unit price but it will not change if we consider the total cost.
We can analyze flavor according to SAU or cost. We build a simulator which helps to select according to cost or SAU as per the need of the users. If cost is selected users have to make choice highest or lowest cost. In our example let say the user selects the lowest cost it will be 60.16 € for the firewall and likewise for other VNF too. It should be noticed that if the user then selects the lowest cost it will have the highest SAU, in this case, it is 1000. Similarly, users can use SAU for selecting suitable flavor, in these examples we take the highest SAU i.e. 1000, similarly for other VNF too, which will help to select the lowest cost. The most important point to be noted here is that we have the highest SAU we have less cost but our infrastructure cost (vCPU, vRAM) will increase. It is obvious that if SAU is higher more vCPU is required and a higher size of vRAM is required. Thus, organizations, enterprises must have their threshold cost and SAU before choosing the flavor of VNF.

### IV. Conclusions

The contemporary virtual networking market is already been introduced with 5G; because of which NFV is undoubtedly going to be the future of networking architecture. Thus, a deeper understanding of NFV is the absolute need of the hour. From our use-case scenario, we clearly show that we can optimize the software cost using the VNF chain of different vendors. Also, a combination of the cost of VNF help to reduces the software cost. Similarly, a combination of SAU and deployment flavor have a significant role to reduce the software cost acquiring the threshold QoS. We are already in 5G now but still, we didn’t have the proper mechanism to handle software licensing/cost in VNF. Right now we are dealing with the VNF chain and its cluster but we will have a cluster of NFV so how we going to properly implement license in this cluster is still obscure. Soon we will have a slicing network so how we going to implement licensing in each slice is still in the infant stage. All these and other issues will be covered in our future works.
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